
Mobile phone holder with cooling fan and 15W wireless charging
SKU: TESUPFANWIR15W

Avoid overheating and wirelessly power your device with this magnetic car holder

WHY BUY THE MAGNETIC CAR HOLDER WITH COOLING FAN

Frozen Mag and  car phone holder to maximise comfort and convenience during your travels. Equipped with an  intelligent
cooling fan, this holder wirelessly charges the cell phone, preventing it from overheating and improving power efficiency. It is
ideal for both iPhone owners and users of Android phones with wireless recharging capability

THE FAN THAT IMPROVES YOUR PHONEHOLDER EXPERIENCE: HERE'S HOW

The cooling fan is the main feature of the Frozen Mag magnetic holder. Place your smartphone on the cell phone holder to
automatically start cooling your device. The small fan  dissipates heat without excessive noise , also allowing the device to
avoid overheating too much while charging.

WIRELESS RECHARGING GUIDE: THE CAR HOLDER IS COMPATIBLE WITH MAGSAFE

This car holder has a capacity of 15W to wirelessly power your Android or Apple phone. Just affix your wireless-compatible
smartphone magnetically to the mobile phone holder The holder is equipped with  ADS, Automatic Detection System
technology: this system recognises the power requirements of the telephone, avoiding overheating.

The car holder is compatible with Magsafe charging  making it ideal for owners of iPhone 12 and later. It is also ideal for
anyone owning an iPhone 11, X, 8, 7 and previous since it automatically limits the power around 7.5W, indicated for
these devices. 

STABILITY AND VIEWING: THE WIRELESS CHARGING STAND



The stand design ensures a secure hold for your device. The screw clip, also suitable for  circular air vents, keeps the cell phone
holder stable, even during the bumpiest rides. Installing it is quick and simple, allowing you to focus on the road.

The joint allows you to rotate the mobile phone  horizontally or vertically to give you the most convenient viewing mode.

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE: HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH THE CAR HOLDER

Inside the package, you will find all the accessories required for optimal use of the holder.

The cable with USB-C to USB-C connectors  is used to connect the holder to a car socket or charger to begin wireless charging.
There metal plate included is for magneticallhy fixing the smartphone to the car holder.

KEY FEATURES:

Cooling fan
Holder with magnet
Wireless charging up to 15W
Compatible with MagSafe charging
ADS Automatic Detection System for self-limiting wireless charging at 5W, 7.5W, 10W
Screwdriver clip also for circular vents
360° rotation
USB-C to USB-C cable and metal plate included



Mobile phone holder with cooling fan and 15W wireless charging
SKU: TESUPFANWIR15W

Technical data
Rotation: 360°  
Coupling mode: Clip for air vent  
Recharging cable: USB-C - USB-C  
Dimensions of the ring: 55 mm  
Technology: ADS (Automatic Detection System), Wireless Charge  
Finishing/Feature: Cooling fan  
EAN: 8018417452086  
SKU: TESUPFANWIR15W  
Weight: 100 g  
Maximum output power: 15 WATT  

Logistics data
Amount Inner: 1  
Amount Master: 1  
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